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M(s)STAB(`): A GENERALIZATION OF IDR(s)STAB(`) FOR
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MARTIN P. NEUENHOFEN˚
Abstract. We proposeM(s)stab(`), a novel Krylov subspace recycling method for the iterative
solution of sequences of linear systems with fixed system matrix and changing right-hand sides. This
new method is a straight and simple generalization of IDR(s)stab(`). IDR(s)stab(`) in turn is a very
efficient method and generalization of BiCGStab.
The theory ofM(s)stab(`) is based on a generalization of the IDR theorem and Sonneveld spaces.
Numerical experiments indicate that M(s)stab(`) can solve sequences of linear systems faster
than its corresponding IDR(s)stab(`) variant. Instead, when solving a single system both methods
are identical.
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1. Introduction. We consider iterative methods for the solution of sequences
of large sparse symmetric and nonsymmetric linear systems
A ¨ xpιq “ bpιq, ι “ 1, ..., nSystems , (1.1)
with fixed regular A P CNˆN , where the right-hand sides (RHS) bpι`1q P CN depend
on the former solution xpιq to the RHS bpιq. Thus the systems must be solved one
after the other. Such situations occur e.g. when applying an implicit time stepping
scheme to numerically solve a non-stationary partial differential equation. Areas of
application are e.g. topology optimization [B1.2], model reduction [B2.2], structural
dynamics [B2.3], circuit analysis [B5.1] and fluid dynamics [B5.2]. In all these refer-
enced works a technique called Krylov subspace recycling is used.
1.1. Krylov Subspace Recycling. The idea of Krylov Subspace Recycling
is to keep information from a former solution process to solve a subsequent system
more efficiently. Imagine to solve a system A ¨ x “ bp1q using a Krylov subspace
method with, e.g., 100 iterations. During the solution process, a basis matrix for a
100-dimensional search space U (which is a Krylov subspace) is built.
When afterwards solving a subsequent system A ¨ x “ bp2q, information from
the old search space U can be reused to possibly reduce computational effort for the
solution to bp2q.
1.1.1. Literature Review. Most Krylov subspace recycling methods are based
on the concept of augmenting the recycled search space U iteratively: With a recycling
space U from the solution of a former system, the current system is solved by adding
new directions to U , obtaining a larger space Uˆ . Then these methods compute a
projection solution to the current system in this augmented search space Uˆ , see e.g.
[B2.2].
The size of the recycling space U is limited because of storage requirements for its
basis and growing computational effort due to long recurrences in the computation of
augmented directions.
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Comparable to restarted GMRES, in GMRES-DR [B1.1] this problem is treated by
a warm restart: whenever the search space Uˆ becomes too large, a smaller subspace
U is extracted from it by deflation with Ritz vectors. The space U is then used as
recycling space for a restart and iteratively augmented. This can be done for one
single system as well as for a sequence of systems. For the case of Hermitian systems
the nested GMRES precedure is replaced by MINRES, yielding the recycling method
R-MINRES [B1.2].
There also exist recycling variants for GCR based on similar concepts. E.g., GCRO-
DR [B2.3] is a GCRO method with a recycled search space U obtained by deflation
with Ritz vectors. GCR-OT [B2.4] chooses the recycled space U by optimal truncation,
instead.
Besides there exist recycling variants of BiCG and BiCGStab [B3.1, B3.2, B3.3]. In
contrast to the above long-recurrence methods, for BiCG and BiCGStab a projection
basis must additionally be stored. This is due to the reason that the test space of the
nonsymmetric Lanczos process differs from the search space, whereas in the Arnoldi
process both spaces are similar.
1.1.2. Outline. Whereas conventional Krylov subspace methods iteratively
build successively growing search spaces in which they compute a solution, Induced-
Dimension-Reduction (IDR) methods iteratively restrict the residual of a numerical
solution into successively shrinking subspaces.
Whereas conventional Krylov subspace recycling methods augment their search
space such that it is greater right from the beginning, we propose in this paper an
IDR-method that instead directly starts with a residual that lies in a smaller subspace.
Thus our recycling concept is the antipode to the augmentation approach.
1.2. New Contributions. In this paper we present a novel short-recurrence
iterative method that is based on recycling of shrinking nested subspaces. This new
method ensures that the residual does not grow during the recycling phase. It can
easily be incorporated into existent implementations of all IDR-methods. In constrast
to the recycling methods described above, it can recycle large test spaces with only
a limited number of stored basis vectors. Finally our new method is a generalization
of IDR(s)stab(`), the most efficient iterative short-recurrence method for single non-
symmetric linear systems known so far [A3.1, l.1-2]. Side contributions are given on
properties of Sonneveld spaces and their orthogonal complements.
1.3. Structure. Section 2 reviews graphically the foundations of IDR (with side
contributions) and derives IDR(s)stab(`) from scratch. Then in section 3 we motivate
our new method by reviewing and discussing two early recycling approaches from
literature, specifically the method of Miltenberger [A4.2] and our SRIDR(s) [B4.1,
sec. 2]. Finally, in section 4 we generalize the IDR theorem, build on that the new
method M(s)stab(`), and compare it to the earlier recycling methods from section 3.
In section 5 numerical experiments demonstrate the efficiency and fast termination
behaviour of M(s)stab(`).
2. Induced Dimension Reduction (IDR). This section gives both an intro-
duction to IDR and provides new insight into the theory of Sonneveld spaces.
2.1. Geometric Idea. “BiCGStab is the most popular short-recurrence iterative
method for solving [single] large nonsymmetric systems of equations” [A3.1, Sec.1,
l.1]. It is algebraically equivalent to the iterative method IDR(1) [A1.1]. The latter
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method provides a simple termination theory based on Sonneveld spaces. To discuss
these spaces we use the following definitions.
Definition 1 (Krylov Subspace & Block Krylov Subspace). Given A P CNˆN
and t P CN , the Krylov subspace of level j is
KjpA; tq :“ span
k“0,...,j´1
tAk ¨ tu .
t is called starting vector. This is the conventional definition. However, we will only
use block Krylov subspaces. In these the starting vector is replaced by a vector space
T ă CN , i.e.
KjpA; T q :“ span
k“0,...,j´1
tAk ¨ T u .
Definition 2 (Sonneveld Spaces). Given A P CNˆN , a vector space P ă CN
and a sequence tωjujPN Ă Czt0u, define recursively G0 :“ CN and
Gj :“ pI´ ωj ¨Aq ¨ pGj´1 X PKq @ j P N . (2.1)
The vector spaces Gj are called Sonneveld spaces of level j, respectively. We call the
ωj relaxations and P the cut-space1.
Definition 3 (Stabilization Polynomial). Given the relaxations tωjujPN from
above, define the stabilization polynomials
pi,jptq :“
jź
k“i`1
p1´ ωk ¨ tq @ j ą i P N0 .
The geometric principle of IDR-methods is to move a residual r of a numerical
solution iteratively into higher level Sonneveld spaces. With a higher level the Sonn-
eveld space becomes smaller and eventually collapses to t0u. This leads to the exact
solution due to r “ 0 (details in Section 2.3). All Krylov subspace methods aim for
such finite termination properties as these cause the favored superlinear convergence
behaviour.
Intuition. We can think of Sonneveld spaces as rotary dials such as shown in
Fig. 2.1. Figuratively speaking, when producing a rotary dial we take a round plate
(comparable to G0, top left) and drill a borehole into it at a specific position, e.g.
where dial number ones lies. Mathematically the bore position and shape is defined
by the cut-space P, light grey in the figure. The drill process is mathematically
comparable to cutting P out of the Sonneveld space G0. Figuratively, afterwards the
plate is rotated such that the borehole moves from dial number one to dial number
two. Mathematically, the rotation is comparable to multiplying2 the cutted Sonneveld
space with A. To draw a bridge from our visual object to mathematics, the drilled
and rotated dial plate equates G1. Repeating this procedure of drilling and rotating,
the dial plates resp. Sonneveld spaces look as in Fig. 2.1.
We see from the picture that the material domain of the dial plate after a subse-
quent production step is contained in the material domain of each former plate. The
1Originally P was called shadow (residual) space.
2Let us neglect the relaxations ωj for the moment.
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Figure 2.1. Geometric intution of induced dimension reduction by rotary dials.
same also holds for the Sonneveld spaces, i.e. Gj Ď Gj´1 Ď ... Ď G0. Additionally we
see that by drilling holes into the plate it loses a certain amount of material. Anal-
ogously the dimensions of the Sonneveld spaces decrease in the canonical case by a
certain amount, i.e. dimpGjq ď dimpGj´1q ´ dimpPq for j “ 1, 2, ... until the space
vanishes. The IDR theorem [A1.1, A2.2, A4.1] proofs both mentioned properties of
the Sonneveld spaces, and later we will proof a generalization.
2.2. Properties of Sonneveld Spaces. Since the goal of this paper is to use
Sonneveld spaces in recycling algorithms, we first investigate their properties in more
detail.
Dimension and General Recursion. The following lemma will be helpfull in a
subsequent section for simpler understanding of IDR(s)stab(`).
Lemma 1 (General Recursion of Sonneveld Spaces). For all Sonneveld spaces Gi,
Gj, @ i ă j P N0, it holds
Gj “ pi,jpAq ¨
`Gi XKKj´ipAH ;Pq˘ . (2.2)
The result is trivial. To our best knowledge this formulation of the recursion is new.
For i “ 0, e.g. shown by Gutknecht [A4.1], i.e.
Gj “ pI´ ω1 ¨Aq ¨ ... ¨ pI´ ωj ¨Aq ¨KKj pAH ;Pq , (2.3)
we directly see
dimpGjq ď N ´ dim
`KjpAH ;Pq˘ . (2.4)
We speak of the canonical case iff the following condition
dim
`KjpAH ;Pq˘ “ mintN, j ¨ dimpPqu (2.5)
holds [A2.2, p.1038, l.13ff] (in an earlier version of this, accessible in [A4.3], it is shown
that a random choice of P satisfies (2.5) with « 100% probability), also referred to
as generic [A2.2] or regular [A4.1, p.8] case.
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Related Testspaces. When a residual is restricted into a Sonneveld space, i.e.
r P Gj , this has the same meaning as imposing certain orthogonality properties on
the residual, i.e. r K C˜j for some test space C˜j . The relation Gj “ C˜Kj is easily
seen, so Sonneveld spaces are orthogonal complements of their test spaces. From
Gj Ď Gi @ j ą i it follows C˜j Ě C˜i.
From (2.3) we see by rewriting
Gj “ KKj
´
AH ;
`
p0,jpAHq
˘´1 ¨ P¯
ô C˜j “ Kj
´
AH ;
`
p0,jpAHq
˘´1 ¨ P¯ , (2.6)
cf. [A4.4], that Sonneveld’s test spaces have the structure of a Krylov subspace.
However from (2.6) we do not directly see C˜j Ě C˜i because the starting space of the
Krylov subspace changes with j due to the stabilization polynomial. It might be
useful for further study to know which directions are added onto C˜j´1 in specific to
obtain C˜j . In the following lemma we provide the answer.
Lemma 2 (Sonneveld’s Test Spaces). With the definitions from above we have
C˜0 “ t0u and
C˜j “ span
k“1,...,j
!`
p0,kpAHq
˘´1 ¨ P) , (2.7)
C˜j “ C˜j´1 ` pI´ ωj ¨AHq´1 ¨ C˜j´1 @ j P N . (2.8)
Proof:
First we proof (2.7). Let x P Gj, i.e. x K Kj
´
AH ;
śj
t“1pI ´ ωt ¨AHq´1 ¨ P
¯
, cf. to
(2.6) or [A4.5]. We can rewrite this to
x K pAHqk ¨
jź
t“1
pI´ ωt ¨AHq´1 ¨ P @ k “ 0, ..., j ´ 1 .
We obtain equivalent conditions on x when we replace the powers pAHqk by other
polynomials of AH of degree k. Below we use the stabilization polynomials p0,k.
x K
kź
q“1
pI´ ωq ¨AHq ¨
jź
t“1
pI´ ωt ¨AHq´1 ¨ P @ k “ 0, ..., j ´ 1 .
Note that in the above expression all matrices in the product commute. Dropping
factors, from this we obtain
x K span
k“0,...,j´1
! j´kź
t“1
pI´ ωj`1´t ¨AHq´1 ¨ P
)
. (2.9)
From (2.3) we see that Gj and therefore C˜j are invariant under different orderings of
ω1, ..., ωj. Thus, turning around the ordering in (2.9) (replacing j`1´ t by t) it holds
span
k“0,...,j´1
!`
pk,jpAHq
˘´1 ¨ P) “ span
k“1,...,j
!`
p0,kpAHq
˘´1 ¨ P) . (2.10)
Inserting (2.10) into (2.9) yields (2.7). From (2.7) we see
C˜j “ C˜j´1 `
`
p0,jpAHq
˘´1 ¨ P @ j P N . (2.11)
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From (2.10) we see that the recursion (2.8) only adds the second term of (2.11) to the
next level test space because the other added directions are already contained in C˜j´1.
q.e.d.
Remark 1 (Inverses of Stabilization Polynomials). For simplicity in this pre-
sentation we assume that the relaxations ωj @j P N differ from the eigenvalues of A,
thus for regular A all the above inverses exist.
2.3. Sonneveld Spaces in the BiCGStab Algorithm. IDR(1) and BiCGStab
are mathematically equivalent iterative methods for the solution of single linear sys-
tems. They work on the principle of restricting a residual r of a linear system itera-
tively into higher level Sonneveld spaces. In the following we review their principle.
For the Sonneveld spaces the cut-space P “ spantpu is chosen, where p P CN
is just a fixed arbitrary vector3. The relaxations are chosen such that the length of
the residual is locally minimized. To restrict the residual r into successively higher
Sonneveld spaces both methods use an auxiliary vector v P CN .
For better understanding of the iterative process we add the iteration index j
as footnote to r,v. With the vectors rj ,vj P Gj , one iteration of both BiCGStab
and IDR(1), in the remainder called IDR cycle, consists of the following five steps, as
shown in Fig. 2.2.
1. Choose ξ P C, such that r˜j is orthogonal to p, thus r˜j P Gj X PK. This is
sometimes called the BiCG step.
2. Choose ωj`1 P Czt0u, such that rj`1 preferably has small length. Notice
that rj`1 P Gj`1. This is sometimes referred to as GMRES(1) step because a
minimal residual polynomial of first order is used to minimize the length of
rj`1.
3. Compute zj . Notice that zj P spantr˜j , rj`1u Ă Gj .
4. Choose η P C, such that v˜j is orthogonal to p, thus v˜j P Gj X PK.
5. Compute vj`1 P Gj`1.
Using these steps, both the residual and the auxiliary vector are moved from Gj to
Gj`1, i.e. for each IDR-cycle the level j of the Sonneveld space increases by one. In
theory after sufficiently many iterations it will be Gj`1 “ t0u [A2.2, theo. 2.1 (ii)]
and the residual becomes 0. However, in practise the procedure often can be stopped
much earlier due to sufficiently small }r}.
2.4. Towards IDR(s)stab(`). There are two ways in which BiCGStab resp.
IDR(1) can be improved.
2.4.1. Improving Stability. The first option is to generalize the GMRES(1)
step. By including a pre-calculation stategy one can probably find better relaxations
that lead to faster decreasing residual norms in the long term.
One possible approach to implement a pre-calculation stategy is to replace the
recursion (2.1) by (2.2) to move from Gj to Gj``. In this the polynomial pj,j`` can
be customized for residual minimization. We review this in the following.
Fig. 2.3 shows so called level vectors of both the residual and the auxiliary vector.
Definition 4 (Level Vector). Let g P CN be an arbitrary vector. gpkq :“ Ak ¨ g
is called the kth level vector of g.
We are starting from r ” rp0q,v ” vp0q P Gj with corresponding numerical solution
xp0q, i.e. rp0q “ b ´A ¨ xp0q, and pre-image vp´1q “ A´1 ¨ vp0q. The following level
3To avoid any confusion, we do not use the terminus shadow residual, as a residual is usually a
vector that is minimized during an iterative process.
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(1a)
(1b)
(4b)
(4a)
(2)
(3a)
(3b)
(5)
Figure 2.2. Computational steps of one IDR-cycle.
(3)
(2)
(4)
(1)
Figure 2.3. Computational steps of one level iteration for the pre-calculation strategy.
iteration shows how to compute level vectors rpkq,vpkq of r,v for k “ 0, ..., `, such that
afterwards additionally r,v P KK`pAH ;Pq holds. The iteration goes for k “ 0, ..., `´1
and consists of four steps as shown in Fig. 2.3:
1. Given rpkq,vpkq, orthogonalize rpkq with vpkq onto p:
rpkq :“ rpkq ´ ξ ¨ vpkq
To maintain the level vector properties, use the same update for the pre-
images of rpkq and ´ with sign-flip ´ for the numerical solution xp0q of rp0q.
2. Compute rpk`1q from rpkq.
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3. Orthogonalize vpkq with rpk`1q onto p, and preserve the level vector property.
vpiq :“ vpiq ´ η ¨ rpi`1q @ i “ ´1, ..., k .
4. Compute vpk`1q from vpkq.
The use of the computed data from the level iterations is as follows: We have
rp0q,vp0q P Gj XKK`pAH ;Pq. Choosing a stabilization polynomial
pj,j``ptq “
ź`
k“1
p1´ ωj`k ¨ tq “ 1´
ÿ`
k“1
τk ¨ tk ,
we can construct a new residual and auxiliary vector in the next Sonneveld space from
the level vectors without any new computations of matrix-vector-products:
r :“ pj,j``pAq ¨ rp0q ” rp0q ´
ÿ`
k“1
τk ¨ rpkq P Gj``
v :“ pj,j``pAq ¨ vp0q ” vp0q ´
ÿ`
k“1
τk ¨ vpkq P Gj``
In this we choose the values for τ1, ..., τ` such that r K trp1q, ..., rp`qu, i.e. }r}2 is
minimized. The actual relaxations ωj`1, ..., ωj`` can be left unknown.
This is how higher order stabilization can be achieved. The resulting method is
called BiCGStab(`) [A2.1]. The pre-calculation strategy increases the stability and is
very usefull for highly asymmetric systems. An implementation is given at a later
moment.
2.4.2. Improving Efficiency. So far one auxiliary vector v was used to or-
thogonalize the residual r onto the one-dimensional space P “ spantpu. Though
the recursive definition of Sonneveld spaces also allows for higher dimensional cut-
spaces P. Thus by use of s auxiliary vectors v1, ...,vs P CN and s basis vectors
p1, ...,ps P CN for P instead of one, the iteration from rj ,vj,1, ...,vj,s P Gj to Gj`1
now works as follows (cf. Fig. 2.2):
1. Orthogonalize rj with vj,1, ...,vj,s onto P to obtain r˜j .
2. Compute zj “ A ¨ r˜j .
3. Choose ωj such that the next residual is minimized and then compute it:
rj`1 :“ r˜j ´ ωj ¨ zj {{ rj`1 P Gj`1 .
4. Then compute for all auxiliary vectors k “ 1, ..., s in order:
4.1. Orthogonalize vj,k with the other auxiliary vectors and zj onto P to
obtain v˜j,k:
v˜j,k :“ zj ´
k´1ÿ
q“1
ηk,q ¨ vj`1,q ´
sÿ
q“k
ηk,q ¨ vj,q {{ v˜j,k P Gj´1 X PK .
4.2. Move v˜j,k from Gj into Gj`1:
vj`1,k :“ v˜j,k ´ ωj ¨A ¨ v˜j,k {{vj`1,k :“ pI´ ωj ¨Aq ¨ v˜j,k P Gj`1 .
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So in principle the computational steps of the IDR-cycle stay the same as in Fig. 2.2;
one only uses the fact that one vector can be orthogonalized with s others against s
arbitrary space directions.
The use of the larger dimension s of P is that ´ only using s` 1 matrix-vector-
products (MV) with A ´ the dimension of the Sonneveld space, in which the residual
lies, decreases by s. So the average ratio between computed matrix-vector-products
and dimensions of the test space (remember C˜j) is λ “ s{ps` 1q and approaches the
optimal4 value 1 for moderate values of s, e.g. s “ 4. We call λ efficiency ratio
because it gives a ratio of reduced dimensions over computational effort. In practical
numerical applications it is observed that λ correlates with superlinearity, i.e. higher
values of s increase the superlinear convergence. Moreover a higher s can sometimes
improve the stability of the iterative method.
Methods that use the above concept are IDR(s) [A2.2] and ML(s)BiCGStab [A3.2].
s denotes dimpPq and the number of auxiliary vectors. The vectors p1, ...,ps can be
chosen arbitrarily, e.g. randomly.
Methods that use both multiple auxiliary vectors (i.e. s ą 1) and the pre-
calculation strategy (i.e. ` ą 1) are IDR(s)stab(`) [A3.1] and GBi-CGStab(s, `) [A3.3].
Implementation. Algorithm 1 gives an implementation of IDR(s)stab(`) with com-
ments and emphasis on simplicity. Robust and preconditioned variants for practical
use are compared and can be found in [A3.4] and [A3.5].
3. Recycling in IDR Methods. Early IDR-based Krylov subspace recycling
methods5 are based on IDR(s) without the stabilization approach, thus ` “ 1, and
the relaxation parameters ωj @j P N are explicitly known.
3.1. Miltenberger’s Approach. In [A4.2, chap. 4.3] Miltenberger proposes an
early IDR-method with a recycling technique. For the solution of sequences like (1.1)
he suggests to push the result matrices U,V of algorithm 1 from the solution process
of a RHS bpιq as input arguments for the solution process of a subsequent system with
RHS bpι`1q. To give an example:
A first system A ¨ xp1q “ bp1q is solved with e.g. U “ re1, ..., ess, V “ A1:s and
IDR(s). From the solution process besides to r and x two overwritten matrices U,V
are returned. These two matrices are now used as input arguments for IDR(s) for the
solution of the subsequent RHS bp2q.
This is a reasonable first recycling approach. However, at first glance one would
not expect that this method recycles more than the s-dimensional search space that
is spanned by U. However, we will see later that it actually does.
3.2. The SRIDR(s) Method. For the outputs U,V, that Miltenberger reuses,
we obviously have rangepVq Ď GJ , where J P N is the number of IDR-cycles that were
performed in the former solution process. The specific GJ is the last Sonneveld space
in which the residual of the solution process with outputs U,V was restricted. Con-
tinuing Miltenberger’s approach, we reused in SRIDR(s) the returned basis matrices
U,V, to restrict an arbitrary residual of a subsequent RHS inexpensively into that
specific GJ . In the following the idea for this is reviewed more in detail.
We first consider the case s “ ` “ 1. In Fig. 3.1 left we redraw in a compacter
form the usual IDR-cycle as sketched in Fig. 2.2: Given rj ,vj P Gj , we first use rj ,vj
4for the case of solving one single system. We see later that for sequences of systems there is no
limit for λ.
5i.e. Miltenberger’s method and SRIDR(s)
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Algorithm 1 IDR(s)stab(`)
1: procedure IDRstab(A,b,x, s, `,P,U,V)
2: //prior requirements: V “ A ¨U P CNˆs, dimpPq “ s
3: r :“ b´A ¨ x , j :“ 0
4: while }r} ą tol do
5: rp0q :“ r, xp0q :“ x
6: vp´1qq :“ uq, vp0qq :“ vq @ q “ 1, ..., s //U “ ru1, ...,uss, V “ rv1, ..., vss
7: // IDR-steps / level iteration
8: for k “ 0, 1, ..., `´ 1 do
9: Choose γ P Cs, such that rpkq ´Vpkq ¨ γ K P.
10: // notation Vpiqd:f ” rvpiqd , ..., vpiqf s
11: rpiq :“ rpiq ´Vpiq ¨ γ , @ i “ 0, 1, ..., k .
12: Recapture solution to rp0q : xp0q :“ xp0q `Vp´1q ¨ γ .
13: rpk`1q :“ A ¨ rpkq
14: for q “ 1, 2, ..., s do
15: Choose ηq P Cs, such that rpk`1q ´ rVpk`1q1:q´1 ,Vpkqq:s s ¨ ηq K P.
16: vpiqq :“ rpi`1q ´ rVpi`1q1:q´1,Vpiqq:ss ¨ ηq @ i “ ´1, 0, ..., k .
17: vpk`1qq :“ A ¨ vpkqq
18: end for
19: end for// rp0q, vp0q1 , ..., v
p0q
s P Gj XKK`pAH ;Pq
20: // degree ` residual minimization
21: Z :“ rrp1q, ..., rp`qs P CNˆ`
22: τ ” pτ1, ..., τ`qT :“ Z: ¨ rp0q
23: r :“ rp0q ´ř`i“1 τi ¨ rpiq // ” rp0q ´ Z ¨ τ
24: Recapture solution: x :“ xp0q `ř`k“i τi ¨ rpi´1q
25: vq :“ vp0qq ´ř`i“1 τi ¨ vpiqq @ q “ 1, ..., s .
26: uq :“ vp´1qq ´ř`i“1 τi ¨ vpi´1qq @ q “ 1, ..., s .
27: j :“ j ` `
28: end while
29: J :“ j
30: return J ,P,U,V,x, r
31: end procedure
to construct rj`1 P Gj`1 by effort of one MV with A. Afterwards rj`1,vj are used to
compute vj`1 P Gj`1 by effort of one MV with A, too. These two steps are shown in
the figure by black arrows.
In the right part of Fig. 3.1 we have a modified IDR-cycle, where instead of vj P Gj
we use a vector vJ P GJ Ď Gj . In the construction of rj`1 we can replace vj by vJ and
still obtain rj`1 P Gj`1. As an advantage, the second MV with A for the auxiliary
vector vJ can be skipped, whenever already GJ Ď Gj , i.e. J ě j. This increases the
efficiency ratio from λ “ 1{2 for an IDR-cycle to λ “ 1 for a modified IDR-cycle.
For s “ 1, the matrix V has only one column, which is indeed the auxiliary
vector vJ . The concept of modified IDR-cycles can be generalized for higher values
of s, i.e. multiple auxiliary vectors in GJ are used in each cycle to orthogonalize
rj against multiple test vectors p1, ...,ps of a s-dimensional cut-space P. By using
such modified IDR-cycles, the residual of a subsequent RHS can be restricted to the
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Figure 3.1. IDR cycle (left) compared to SRIDR cycle (right).
Sonneveld space GJ from a former solution process with a computational effort that
is dominated by J MV-s with A. The efficiency ratio for the modified IDR-cycles is
then λ “ s{1 “ s in the canonical case, i.e. validity of (2.5).
The idea of the method SRIDR(s) is as follows. By reusing matrices U,V with
rangepVq Ď GJ from a former solution process, a residual of a subsequent system
is inexpensively restricted from G0 into that former Sonneveld space GJ . Option-
ally, afterwards usual IDR-cycles are performed to restrict the residual from GJ into
even higher level Sonneveld spaces to further reduce }r}. SRIDR(s) stands for short
recycling for IDR(s). Short recycling is adapted to short recurrence, as like short re-
currence methods SRIDR(s) needs only a limited storage amount to recycle subspace
information of a Sonneveld space of (theoretical) arbitrary level.
3.3. The Issue with SRIDR(s). Despite the high efficiency ratio of SRIDR(s),
there is still one big drawback: For the recycling of Sonneveld spaces from the former
solution process, the original relaxation parameters ω1, ..., ωJ from the former solution
process must be reused, too. Otherwise the Sonneveld spaces for our new residual
would differ and the recycled auxiliary vectors would loose their subrange property.
I.e. in Fig. 3.1 we could no longer ensure GJ Ď Gj`1 because a change of ωj`1 leads to
a different Gj`1. As the relaxations must be kept fixed during the recycling iterations,
we lack in a residual-minimizing property during this phase.
In fact for a naive implementation of SRIDR(s) we see (e.g. [B4.1, Fig. 6])
that during the first J iterations, in which the residual is moved from G0 to GJ with
modified IDR-cycles, the residual norm increases dramatically. This is probably due
to the lack of a residual-minimizing property. However, we also see from the same
figure that the restiction of a residual into a high level Sonneveld space leads to a
faster convergence after the recycling iterations.
In summary, for SRIDR(s) there is a trade-off: On the one hand arbitrary large test
spaces can be recycled by only storing a few auxiliary vectors6, which may improve the
convergence. On the other hand, the recycling iterations lack a residual-minimizing
property which may cause a blow up in the residual norm.
It would be desirable to have a method that has all the advantages of SRIDR(s),
i.e. achieves the same efficiency as SRIDR(s), and moreover allows for a completely
6at least in theory where no round-off occurs
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free choice of the relaxations. We present exactly such a method in the next section.
4. A Generalization of Sonneveld Spaces suited for Reuse of Subspace
Information. In this section we will see that Miltenberger’s method has comparable
termination properties to SRIDR(s) but allows a free choice of the relaxations. This
motivates a generalization of Miltenberger’s method, which is indeed M(s)stab(`).
4.1. Generalization of Sonneveld Spaces. We introduce a generalization of
Sonneveld spaces. The benefit of this generalization is that one can add arbitrary
directions to a sequence of subspaces without destroying their recursive relations.
Definition 5 (M-space). .
Let A P CNˆN be a matrix, tωjujPN Ă Czt0u a sequence, tQjujPN Ď CN , tPjujPN Ď
CN sequences of subspaces of CN with Qj`1 Ď Qj , Pj`1 Ě Pj @j P N, M0 “ CN
and recursively
Mj “ pI´ ωj ¨Aq ¨ pMj´1 X PKj q `Qj @ j P N .
The spaces Mj are called M-spaces, the Qj are add-spaces and the Pj are called
cut-spaces. j is called level.
Theorem 1 (Nestedness of M-spaces). .
Let tQp1qj ujPN, tQp2qj ujPN and tPp1qj ujPN, tPp2qj ujPN be two sequences of add- and cut-
spaces respectively, with Qp1qj Ď Qp2qj , Pp1qj Ě Pp2qj @j P N. Let Mpιqj , j P N0 be the
M-spaces for ι “ 1, 2 respectively.
Then the following holds:
Mpιqj`1 ĎMpιqj @j P N0 , ι P t1, 2u
Mp1qj ĎMp2qj @j P N0 .
Proof:
We show the first result for ι “ 1 and drop the super index.
By Induction:
1. Basis: Obviously M1 ĎM0.
2. Hypothesis: Mj ĎMj´1 holds for some j P N.
3. Induction step: Mj ĎMj´1 ñ Mj`1 ĎMj is to show.
Choose an arbitrary x PMj`1. Then
Dy PMj X PKj`1 ^ q P Qj`1 : x “ pI´ ωj`1 ¨Aq ¨ y` q .
Due to pMj XPKj`1q Ď pMj´1XPKj q by induction hypothesis and nestedness
of the cut-spaces, we have
x˜ :“ pI´ ωj ¨Aq ¨ y PMj .
With Qj`1 Ď Qj ĎMj we have y, x˜, q PMj. As x P spanty, q, x˜u ĂMj for
arbitrary x PMj`1, it is shown that Mj`1 ĎMj.
The second result can also be shown by induction with the same idea.
q.e.d.
Remark 2 (Properties of Mj). .
1. For Q1 “ t0u, Pj “ P @j P N one obtains Sonneveld spaces.
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2. One can describe the recursion for Mj by cutting (with PKj ), shearing (by
multiplication with shifted A) and adding (by Qj). The order in this is “cut-
shear-add”. The nestedness property of theM-spaces is conserved if this order
is changed in all recursions in the same way, e.g. to “add-cut-shear”.
3. One can expect that in the canonical case it holds
dimpMjq ď max
 
0 , dimpMj´1q ´ dimpPjq
(` dimpQjq .
Numerical experiments indicate that this is sharp. Choosing Qj “ t0u for all
j greater than a certain number yields Mj “ t0u for a sufficiently high level.
4. In the proof the relaxations drop out by using y P Mj. Thus the intuition
from Fig. 2.1 is precisely the mathematical reason for the nestedness of the
M-spaces and Sonneveld spaces.
Roughly speaking, the advantage of the M-spaces is that they have the same
nestedness properties as Sonneveld spaces, but one can add arbitrary directions to
them with only mild growth of their dimension. One can think of many applications
where these spaces are useful, e.g. in alternative stabilization approaches.
4.2. Application for Recycling Methods: The M(s)stab(`) Method. As
we consider sequences of linear systems, we propose a way to use M-spaces for the
numerical solution of sequences of linear systems:
Consider the case we first solve a system A ¨xp1q “ bp1q with a usual IDR-method
for some P “ spantp1, ...,psu and relaxations ω1, ..., ωJ for some J P N. The IDR-
method constructs the sequence G0, ...,GJ of Sonneveld spaces. As a byproduct of the
solution process we obtain auxialiary vectors v1, ...,vs P GJ .
Next we want to solve a subsequent system A ¨ xp2q “ bp2q with initial residual
r0 :“ bp2q ´A ¨ x0. Instead of SRIDR(s), where we manipulated r0, to move it from
G0 to GJ , we can now instead manipulate the Sonneveld space GJ itself.
The overall strategy is to widen GJ to a slightly larger M-space MJ , such that
it contains r0. Then by use of IDR-cycles on the M-spaces, this residual can be
improved iteratively by shrinking MJ .
Construction. As a strategy, we first construct add- and cut-spaces with su-
perindex 1, such that the M-spaces of these are identical to the Sonneveld spaces.
Remark 2 point 1 tells how this can be done. Then we construct add- and cut-spaces
with superindex 2, such that the requirements of theorem 1 are satisfied, and such
that r0 PMp2qJ holds.
By choosing Qp1qj “ t0u and Pp1qj “ P @j P N, we haveMp1qj “ Gj @j P N0 for the
M-spaces Mp1qj such as defined in Theorem 1.
By choosing
Qp2qj “
#
spantr0u if j ď J
t0u else @j P N
and Pp2qj “ P @j P N, the M-spaces Mp2qj fullfill (cf. Theorem 1)
Gj “Mp1qj ĎMp2qj @j P N0 .
Obviously, by our choice of the add-spacesQp2qj , j “ 1, ..., J we also ensured r0 PMp2qJ .
In the remainder we drop the superindices and speak of Gj (for ι “ 1) and Mj (for
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Figure 4.1. Geometric Intuition of M-spaces (center & right) compared to Sonneveld spaces
(left).
ι “ 2) for resp. level j. We notice
dimpMJq ď dimpGJq ` J ,
as in each recursion for Mj , j ď J , only a one-dimensional space Qj was added.
Intuition. To have an imagination of M-spaces compared to Sonneveld spaces,
Fig. 4.1 gives an illustration for the Sonneveld space (left) and the M-space (centre)
that is obtained for j “ 8, Q1 “ ... “ Q8 “ spantr0u for arbitrary fictional r0 and P
(this time not a sphere). Comparing M8 to G8, M8 has additional dimensions that
originate from level vectors of r0. In the figure these dimensions are visualized by
darker points, cognoscible by their equidistant positioning on a circle line. From the
illustation we see the following: If we perform IDR-cycles on M8 (cut out P, then
rotate in the direction of A), then the subsequent M-spaces are contained in M8.
Thus the M-spaces have the same nestedness properties as Sonneveld spaces. To
illustrate this, Fig. 4.1 shows (right) the space M9 that we obtain for Q9 “ t0u. In
the picture we can see that by the rotation each level vector moves to the position of
its successor, thus M9 ĎM8.
In Fig. 4.1 r0 lies in a domain that was already cutted from G8. This is the
general case. If instead r0 would lay in G8, then we could have chosen Q1 “ ... “
Q8 “ spant0u. As in an algorithm we will explicitly compute neither M-spaces nor
add-spaces, we can always assume to have chosen the optimal (i.e. smallest sufficient)
add-spaces.
The Algorithm. Finally we need a numerical method that iteratively moves the
residual r P MJ from MJ into higher level M-spaces. To achieve this any usual
IDR-method works7. This is due to the reason that, as we have chosen Qj “ t0u and
Pj “ P for all j ą J , the recursion for subsequent M-spaces is identical to that of
Sonneveld spaces, i.e. cut out P and rotate in direction A. For later reference such
IDR-methods are called M-methods. As an illustration, the iterative procedure from
Fig. 2.2 can be used without modification to iterate, e.g., in Fig. 4.1 vectors fromM8
to M9.
With the background from above we see that Miltenberger’s method, which uses
IDR(s), was the first M-method. In this paper we propose to use IDR(s)stab(`)
instead of IDR(s) for the iterations. As an implementation we refer to Algo. 1, where
for subsequent systems the outputs P,U,V of a former solution process must be
reused as input arguments. For later reference this method is called M(s)stab(`).
7All one has to do is passing U,V and P from the output of the former solution process as inputs
for the current solution process.
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4.3. Properties of M(s)stab(`) compared to SRIDR(s). To compare both
methods we define two numbers that are counted during a computational solution
process of SRIDR(s) andM(s)stab(`), respectively. #MVs is the number of computed
matrix-vector-products with A, an important cost measure for computational effort.
#RDs is the number of dimensions of the test space (remember C˜, defined by the
M- resp. Sonneveld space) against which the residual is orthogonalized. Here #RDs
stands for reduced dimensions8. In the following we will always assume the canonical
case, i.e. that (2.5) holds. Both methods reuse data from a Sonneveld space GJ of
level J .
We recall that for j ď J SRIDR(s) reduces s dimensions from the residual for
each computed matrix-vector-product. For j ą J SRIDR(s) applies usual IDR-cycles
by which in average s{ps` 1q dimensions are reduced per matrix-vector-product.
In M(s)stab(`) instead the fact is used that for QjďJ “ spantr0u an arbitrary
residual r0 P CN already lies in MJ Ě GJ , which has at most J more dimensions
than GJ . Thus without any computations, M(s)stab(`) already starts at #RDs “
J ¨ps´1q. M(s)stab(`) uses IDR-cycles with pre-calculations, thus reduces s additional
dimensions from the residual within each IDR-cycle.
Method #MVs #RDs #Columns
SRIDR(s) j ¨ ps` 1q ´mintj, Ju ¨ s j ¨ s 1` ps` 1q ¨ 2
M(s)stab(`) j ¨ ps` 1q j ¨ s` J ¨ ps´ 1q ps` 1q ¨ p`` 2q
GMRES j ¨ s j ¨ s 1` s ¨ j
.
Table 4.1
Matrix-vector-products and reduced dimensions for SRIDR(s) and M(s)stab(`) after j IDR-
cycles in the canonical case. For comparison we added GMRES, where j ¨ s expresses the number of
iterations. #Columns is the number of stored column vectors, which is unlimited only for GMRES.
We see from Tab. 4.1 that SRIDR(s) and M(s)stab(`) have roughly the same
efficiency for not to small s and j. However, an important practical advantage of
M(s)stab(`) over SRIDR(s) is the freedom of choosing the relaxation parameters ar-
bitrarily. Besides we see that both methods have a higher efficiency than GMRES,
thus they probably terminate faster (as we will actually see for M(s)stab(`) in the
numerical experiments and have seen for SRIDR(s) in [B4.1, Fig. 6]).
5. Numerical Experiments with M(s)stab(`). This section is organized as
follows. First of all we solve a test case that gives evidence to the numerical effi-
ciency of M(s)stab(`). Afterwards we investigate the finite termination behaviour of
M(s)stab(`) in more detail.
Preliminaries. In the following examples where we test IDR(s)stab(`) and
M(s)stab(`), we use for both methods the implementation from Algo. 1. There-
fore in convergence graphs the residuals of x from line 24 are plotted as dots and
connected with lines.
When using IDR(s)stab(`), the input matrices U,V are obtained by an Arnoldi
scheme of level s. The cost of this in #MVs is accounted for by a shift of the conver-
gence graph by s positions to the right.
When using M(s)stab(`), the input matrices U,V instead are fetched during a
run of IDR(s)stab(`). To be more precise: For each dot in a convergence graph of
8We chose a different name from dimension reduction to indicate that this is a general property
of all Krylov subspace methods.
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IDR(s)stab(`) a new solution x (cf. Algo. 1 l. 24) and new matrices U,V (cf. l.
25-26) are computed. By choosing one of these dots as fetching point, the according
matrices U,V are “fetched”, i.e. written out, and used as inputs for M(s)stab(`).
5.1. Numerical Efficiency. Here a test case with a nonsymmetric sequence of
linear systems is shown, where M(s)stab(`) has a superior numerical efficiency over
the common Krylov subspace methods GMRES, BiCG, BiCGStab and IDR(s)stab(`).
This test problem is accessible in different sizes in [A4.3]. The system results from
a finite element discretization of an ocean model [D1]. We study the largest available
test case, with N “ 42249 with A P RNˆN , cond1pAq « 6.17 ¨107 with twelve RHS-es
bp1q,bp2q, ...,bp12q, resulting from month-dependent wind fields. We use a splitted
preconditioning
L´1 ¨A ¨R´1 ¨ xpιq “ L´1 ¨ bpιq ι “ 1, ..., 12 ,
with L,R resulting from an incomplete LU-factorization with zero fill-in. Each re-
spective system is solved for xpιq. The solution to the original system is thenR´1 ¨xpιq,
respectively.
To have an estimate how hard this problem is, the first RHS is solved with GM-
RES, BiCG and BiCGStab. Fig. 5.1 shows the convergence of each respective method
and gives the computation time in seconds in the legend. Additionally we solve the
preconditioned system with the IDR(s)stab(`) implementation from Algo. 1 for s “ 6,
` “ 4, where after line 24 we replace the residual by r :“ L´1 ¨ pb´A ¨R´1 ¨ xq.
We stress the following:
1. In practise one would not solve these systems iteratively, they are by far too
small. This is only for test purposes.
2. GMRES consumes considerably much time due to long recursions. Anyway,
in practise it would not be applicable like that due to storage limits.
3. For practical problems of large size the condition numbers grow and the
preconditioners must be stronger. Then the number of matrix-vector-
products dominates the computation time and IDR(s)stab(`) would out-
perform BiCGStab.
Now we investigate the convergence of M(s)stab(`). To useM(s)stab(`), we need
recycling data in form of matrices U,V. We obtain these matrices from the solution
process of IDR(s)stab(`) at the black encircled fetching point in Fig. 5.1. The obtained
U,V are then used with P of IDR(s)stab(`) as input arguments for M(s)stab(`) to
solve all twelve RHS-es subsequently.
From Fig. 5.1 we see that M(s)stab(`) convergences within 200 „ 250 iterations
for each system, whereas GMRES needs « 300 and IDR(s)stab(`) « 400 iterations.
M(s)stab(`) solves each system in an average time of 6.95s, thus achieves a speed-up
of 2 relative to its according IDR(s)stab(`) variant.
5.2. Finite Termination of M(s)stab(`). After we have seen in the last
subsection that the residual of M(s)stab(`) can drop considerably earlier than for
IDR(s)stab(`), we now investigate why it does. For this purpose we present test
cases apart from practical applications that show the finite termination behaviour of
M(s)stab(`).
Throughout this subsection we consider the matrix A “ tridiagp2, 3, 1q P RNˆN ,
N “ 40 with two RHS-es bp1q “ 1 P RN , bp2q “ sinp2 ¨ pi{N ¨ p1, ..., NqT q P RN . It
holds bp1q K bp2q.
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Figure 5.1. Convergence of IDR(s)stab(`), M(s)stab(`) and GMRES for the ocean problem.
Figs. 5.2 and 5.3 show the convergence of GMRES and different IDR(s)stab(`)
variants for the solution of bp1q. Additionally, both figures show convergence curves
of M(s)stab(`) variants.
Termination for ` “ 1. Let us first consider in Fig. 5.2 the solution of bp1q with
IDR(2)stab(1). Notice that IDR(2)stab(1) shoud terminate after a residual in G19 is
computed. This is because of Gj “ t0u @j ą 19 in exact arithmetic9, cf. [A2.2, p.
1050].
From the run of IDR(2)stab(1) we fetch recycling data for M(2)stab(1) after 60
MV-s (i.e. such that rangepVq Ď G19). With that data we then use M(2)stab(1)
to solve for bp2q. From Fig. 5.2 we see that M(2)stab(1) terminates considerably
earlier than IDR(2)stab(1). Assuming the canonical case, the reason for the earlier
termination is as follows: Constructing an M-space from G19, of which the recycling
data is, we have
dimpG19q ď maxt0, N ´ j ¨ su “ 40´ 19 ¨ 2 “ 2
dimpM19q ď dimpG19q ` j ď 2` 19 “ 21
dimpMjq ď maxt0, dimpM19q ´ pj ´ 19q ¨ 2qu .
In consequence M29 is the latest M-space that differs from t0u. Thus M(2)stab(1)
terminates after a residual in M29 is found.
In Fig. 5.2 we show in the same way the convergence of IDR(4)stab(1) and
M(4)stab(1). The recycling data was fetched from G9. Assuming the canonical case,
9assuming the canonical case
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Figure 5.2. Termination of M(s)stab(`) with ` “ 1.
it holds
dimpG9q ď 40´ 9 ¨ 4 “ 4
dimpM9q ď dimpG9q ` j ď 4` 9 “ 13
dimpMjq ď maxt0, dimpM9q ´ pj ´ 9q ¨ 4u ,
thus M12 is the latest non-zero M-space. In consequence IDR(4)stab(1) terminates
after the residual is shrinked into M12.
Termination for general `. In Fig. 5.3 we show cases for different values of `. First
of all we solve for bp1q with IDR(4)stab(1) and IDR(4)stab(2). As both methods use a
different `, they work on different Sonneveld spaces. However, we can fetch recycling
data from the respective space G8 (the indication shows to the fetching points) for
both methods. The recycling data from IDR(4)stab(1) and from IDR(4)stab(2) are
denoted by Data A and Data B, respectively (cf. to the legend).
As both recycling data fullfill the requirements (cf. Algo. 1, l. 2) of M(4)stab(`),
both data can be used in M(4)stab(`) for arbitrary `. We test this as follows: With
each recycling data A and B we call M(4)stab(`) with ` “ 1 and ` “ 2 to solve for
bp2q. This makes four experiments with four convergence curves, cf. to the legend of
Fig. 5.3.
Assuming the canonical case, we have
dimpG8q ď 40´ 8 ¨ 4 “ 8
dimpM8q ď dimpG8q ` j ď 8` 8 “ 16
dimpMjq ď maxt0, dimpM8q ´ pj ´ 8q ¨ 4u ,
irrespective of `, thus M11 is the latest non-zero M-space. Indeed, all four curves
drop sharply after a residual in M11 is computed. The numerical results mesh well
with the above theory on M-spaces.
How to choose the Fetching Point. In the above finite termination experi-
ments (cf. Figs. 5.2-5.3) the fetching points are chosen such that the recycling data
does not lie in an empty space. This is important. Imagine, e.g., in Fig. 5.3 the
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terminated terminated
Figure 5.3. Termination behaviour of M(s)stab(`) for s “ 2 and ` P t1, 2u.
recycling data would have been fetched from G10 “ t0u. Then V “ 0 would hold in
theory due to rangepVq Ă Gj “ t0u, i.e. in practise we would only recycle round-off.
This is not recommended. Instead, in order to achieve a small-dimensional initial
M-space, we advise to choose the fetching point shortly before the residual drops.
Finite termination and iterative convergence are quite comparable: E.g., it may be
that the full Krylov subspace for bp1q of the ocean problem has only 350 dimensions in
exact arithmetic. One even observes that the termination and convergence behaviour
of M(s)stab(`), GMRES and IDR(s)stab(`) in Fig. 5.3 and 5.1 look similar. Thus, we
also recommend for large dimensional systems to choose the fetching point shortly
before the residual drops.
In order to estimate a good fetching point in practice, the data may be fetched
when half the tolerance is reached. Optionally one can solve two systems with
IDR(s)stab(`): the convergence of the first system gives an estimate for the con-
vergence of the second system can help in this way, to find a suitable fetching point.
6. Conclusion. In this paper we summarized the theory and algorithm of
IDR(s)stab(`) in an intuitive and graphical way. As side contributions, new incre-
ment formulas for Sonneveld spaces and their orthogonal complements were given.
We presented a generalization of Sonneveld spaces and the induced dimension
reduction theorem that allows for recycling of orthogonality information of test spaces
in a simple way. From that we derived the methodM(s)stab(`) as a generalization of
IDR(s)stab(`) and Miltenberger’s IDR(s) variant. Numerical experiments confirmed
the theoretical termination properties and demonstrated the efficiency of M(s)stab(`)
(e.g. for the ocean problem the computational effort was halved).
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[A3.5].
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